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Welcome!!

Stand Up Hand Up Pair Up
1. Students stand up with hand up in the air.

2. Students pair up with someone not on their team

     & give that person a “high five.”

3. Students put hand down once partner is found.

4. Teacher designates which partner will begin.

5. Teacher asks a question & students share with partner.

6. After both students have shared, students may

    rotate around the room & repeat the process with

    other students.

Question:  Introduce yourself to someone new.

Tell what and where you teach, and what you hope to

gain from today’s workshop.  Describe your level of comfort

or experience with teaching reading.

Try to meet 3 new people.

Purpose & Focus for today…
"Learn specific strategies to use when you

incorporate reading activities into your classroom

"Develop a solid foundation in how to effectively

teach reading and support your struggling readers.

"   Discuss what the research says about reading

instruction

"Use & practice some specific strategies and

activities that you can use in your classroom.

Today’s Agenda:

• Basics of literacy instruction & learning

• Before Reading Strategies

• Vocabulary Strategies

• During Reading Strategies

• After Reading Strategies

• Lesson Design

*There will be a one-hour lunch break on your
own.

Anticipation Guide (pg 2 packet)
Purpose: activate prior knowledge, encourage personal

connection to the text, & require active participation with

the text.

List 5 to 10 statements that:

! Address the major topics/themes/issues of the text

! Present important generalizations

! Are worth discussing and will encourage thinking/

debate (make them argue!)

! Do not have clear cut or yes/no answers

! Are experience-based if possible—works best

when students have some, but limited, knowledge

about the subject.

 *Can use it before, during, and after reading.

Anticipation Guide (pg 2 packet)

Before:

!Students write whether they agree or

disagree with the statements.

!Share answers with a partner

!Ask the class with a show of hands

(signaling) on agree/disagree for each

statement

!Ask students to give reasons for their

opinions

!Do not correct answers



Anticipation Guide (pg 2 packet)

During:

! Students take notes on the topics or

issues.

! They document the location (page,

column, paragraph, line) of confirming

or conflicting information.

! They read critically and with a

purpose.

! They try to examine the issues with an

open mind/a fresh point of view.

Anticipation Guide (pg 2 packet)

After:

!Review original responses, and see if

students feel the same or have changed

their thinking.

Let’s try it…. 
Answer A for Agree or D for Disagree
for each of the statements on page 2.

Seasons partners

• Go around the room & find a partner for

each season.

• Write each other’s name for the same

season.

What is reading??? (pg 4)
   Reading comprehension is a process that involves the

orchestrations of the reader’s prior experience and
knowledge about the world and about language.  It involves
such interrelated strategies as predicting, questioning,
summarizing, determining meanings of vocabulary in
context, monitoring one’s own comprehension, and
reflecting.  The process also involves such affective factors
as motivation, ownership, purpose, and self-esteem.  It takes
place in and is governed by a specific context, and it is
dependent on social interaction.  It is the integration of all
these processes that accounts for comprehension.  They are
not isolable, measurable subfactors.  They are wholistic
processes for constructing meaning. (Bartoli and Botel 1988)

       What this means…Many complex factors come into play when one reads difficult text.  If students are to
have any chance of becoming better readers, teachers must do more than simply assign questions at the
end of each chapter or pull worksheets from a cabinet.  There is a big difference between assigning
students reading and teaching them how to read deeply.  Even though you aren’t a reading teacher, you
have an obligation to teach reading.

Five Reading Elements
Element Definition example

Phonemic

Awareness

The ability to hear, identify, and

manipulate the individual sounds

in spoken words.  It is part of

phonological awareness

A child can speak, repeat, and use

different words and sounds.  He

or she learns patterns in speech

and repeat those, although

sometimes grammatically

incorrect, like think, thunk.

Phonics Understanding the relationship

between the letters and the

spoken sounds

A child understands that letters

and combinations of letters make

specific sounds

Fluency Orally reading with appropriate

rate, expression, and phrasing

A child picks up a book and reads

it as if in a conversation, with

automaticity.

Vocabulary Words for effective

communication when listening,

speaking, reading and writing

A child knows the words in a

passage and the words’ meanings

without having to struggle

Comprehension Understanding the meaning of

print

A child is a fluent reader, knows

the vocabulary, and can put in his

or her own words what the

passage is about.

What is reading??? (pg 4)

   Turn to a person next to
you & explain in your own
words what you just learned
about reading instruction.



What is reading??? (pg 5)

With your summer partners, read page 5.

•    Go back & forth and each person reads one bullet
or numbered item.

•    When you are finished reading, share one new
thing you learned or one “aha” moment or
something you think is important for your students.

What is reading??? (pg 5)

With your summer partners, read page 5.

•    Go back & forth and each person reads one bullet
or numbered item.

•    When you are finished reading, share one new
thing you learned or one “aha” moment or
something you think is important for your students.

--> Discuss: paired reading vs Round Robin

Talking Triad

Create a group of 3.

1) Kids stand in a triangle

2) Number off

3) Assign each number a task or a portion

of the text to read

Talking Triad
Read Pages 6-7:

• 2: before reading

• 3: during reading

• 1: after reading

• Directions:  Read your section of the text out loud to
the group.  No one else is allowed to talk while that
person is reading.  Everyone’s eyes should follow
along with the words on the page. Help the reader
with vocabulary if he/she has trouble.

• After everyone reads, pick one item from your
section and tell the group how you do that in the
classroom.

Wrap up

• What have you learned about Reading

Instruction?

• Let’s revisit the anticipation guide on page

2.  Would you change any of your answers?

Wrap up: RAFT

   RAFT is a post-reading/learning writing

strategy that helps students understand their

role as a writer, the audience they will

address, the varied formats for writing, and

the topic they’ll be writing about.  It teaches

students to think creatively about what they

have learned by responding to the following

prompts:



Wrap up: RAFT
• Role of the writer: who or what are you as the

writer? A pilgrim? A soldier? The president?

• Audience: To whom are you writing? A friend?
Your teacher? Readers of a newspaper?

• Format: In what format are you writing? A letter?
A speech? A poem? An email? A tweet?

• Topic: What are you writing about? Why? What’s
the subject or the point?

Wrap up: RAFT

You choose!! RAFT on pg 7 & then get with your
Winter partners and read to each other.

T: How to teach

reading/how to support

readers/effective

literacy instruction

F: email, Facebook

status, letter, speech,

website, article in an

academic journal

A: colleague, veteran

teacher, new teacher,

principal, student,

friend

R: teacher, principal,

student, college

professor,

superintendent

My blog…

Msbinstructionalcoach.wordpress.com

Note-taking Foldables
http://www.csun.edu/~krowlands/Content/Academic_Resources/Foldables/Basic Foldables.pdf

Let’s make a foldable to take notes
about Learning.

Summary Statements about

Learning
• People learn what is personally

meaningful to them

• Individuals learn differently

• People learn when they accept
challenging but achievable goals

• People construct new knowledge by
building on their current knowledge

• A positive emotional climate
strengthens learning

How to Encourage Learning

• Chunk items/what you teach into 3s, 5s, or 7s
& 10-15 minutes

• Include movement & socialization (ie: turn &
share w/ a partner what you are thinking

• Systematic instructional strategies --> skills &
concepts taught in a planned & logical
sequence

• Explicit instructional strategies:

I do------we do----two do----you do

   (Direct)   (model)   (pairs)     (indep)

What did you learn about

learning?

Make a foldable!



Before

Reading

Strategies

Setting a purpose…

   Read the story “The House” on

page 8.   Circle with your pencil

whatever you think is important.

Setting a purpose…

   Read the story again and underline
anything you think a robber would

find important.

Setting a purpose…

   Read the story again and put a *star
by any details that a prospective

home buyer might think are

important.

Setting a purpose…

   Turn to a partner and discuss:

#    What did you learn from this activity?

#    What did you notice about the 3 times you

read the story?

Before reading/learning

instructional strategies:

• Activating prior knowledge by considering what is already
known about a content topic and linking new information
to it in the brain.

• Setting purpose and generating questions for learning,
such as to gain information; read for pleasure; learn a step-
by-step process; or understand the historical relevance.

• Previewing to ascertain how text features, graphs and
charts, appendices, and other text structures can contribute
to the reader’s understanding.

• Making predictions about what might happen; adjusting
these predictions as new information is presented, and
discarding them when faced with contradictory
information.



2 biggest barriers to content

area reading are…

–Vocabulary

–Prior knowledge

Probable Passage (pg 10)

• introduces readers to vocabulary they will
encounter.

• Encourages students to make predictions, activate
prior knowledge, and generate questions to guide
reading/learning.

• provides a powerful incentive to read and discover
that the story follows the outline that has been
suggested.

When the strategy is introduced for the first time,
it is important that the teacher model each stage,

always thinking aloud.

Probable Passage--how do I

use it?
1) Choose eight to fourteen words or phrases from the story and write

them on an overhead or the chalkboard. The words should include ones that
reflect the characters, setting, problem, and outcomes, as well as some
unknown words that are critical to the theme of the selection.  You can
change the categories to fit with your subject area.

2) Divide class into groups and present with a Probable Passage worksheet
with boxes for the categories to sort the words into.

3) When the worksheets are finished, each group shares the results and reads
their gist statement aloud.

4) Brainstorm as a class what they want to discover when reading the
selection.

5) Read the text.

6) After reading, compare the Probable Passages and discuss into
what categories the author would have placed the words. Also,
students can reflect how using this strategy helped in understanding
the text. Students can rewrite their gist statements.

Give one-get one

1) Fold a paper in half length-wise.

2) On the left, list strategies you use in the classroom

to encourage students to engage in class discussion

and participation.

3) Go around the room & get other strategies from

other teachers and give one in return. Write them on

the right.

4) Partner up & choose 3 ideas to share with the class.

Tea Party

1) Each student receives a slip of paper with a

sentence or phrase from the text.

2) Students circulate around the room and read their

slip of paper to other students and listen to each

other.

3) After about five minutes, students sit back down &

make a prediction statement.

Review Question

What are the 2 biggest

barriers to content

area reading???



Review Question

What are the 2 biggest
barriers to content area
reading???

Vocabulary &

prior knowledge

Before reading/learning

instructional strategies:

     Find your fall partner.

   Each of you should try and list/say the four
before-reading instructional strategies (without
looking at your notes/packet.) Then reflect on
the activity ideas we have learned about today
or other activities you have used in the
classroom and figure out which of the 4
strategies the activities target.

Vocabulary

Strategies

How Vocabulary is Learned

• Indirectly.  Children learn the meanings of
most words indirectly, through everyday
experiences with oral and written language--
e.g., through conversations with adults,
through being read to, and through reading
extensively on their own.

• Directly.  Children learn vocabulary directly
when they are explicitly taught both individual
words and word-learning strategies.

Teaching Individual Words

• Teaching specific words before reading
helps both vocabulary learning and reading
comprehension.

• Extended instruction that promotes active
engagement with vocabulary improves word
learning.

• Repeated exposures to vocabulary in many
contexts aids word learning.

Teaching Word Learning

Strategies

• How to use dictionaries and other reference
aids to learn word meanings and to deepen
knowledge of word meanings.

• How to use information about word parts
(affixes, base words, word roots) to figure out
the meanings of words in text (structural
analysis).

• How to use context clues to determine word
meanings.



Swap Talk: What works in

Vocab Instruction
• Teacher prepares cards with one fact or piece

of information on each.

• Each student reads their card & writes a
summary/notes on a post-it (placed on the
card.)

• Students find a partner using Stand Up, Hand
Up, Pair Up.

• Partner A shares their information, Partner B
shares their information.

• Partners “swap cards” and look for a new
partner.

Instructional Steps to Teach

New Vocabulary--pg 14
• Find your spring partner.

• Go back forth reading all of page 14.

Each person reads one bullet point or

numbered item.

• When you finish reading, summarize

and explain what you learned about

vocabulary instruction.

Isabel Beck’s Three Levels of

Vocabulary Comprehension
1. Established—Prior Knowledge: Students know the word

easily and rapidly. It is part of their prior knowledge and
can be used to begin building on new word recognition.

TRIP

2. Acquainted—not normally used in daily life: Students
recognize the word and understand the basic meaning.
The word is partially understood but clarification is
needed. JOURNEY

3. Unknown Words—academic vocabulary/ content
specific: This is a new word and the meaning is not
known. The word is not in the oral or reading vocabulary
of the students but the new word represents known
concepts.   ODYSSEY

*Scaffold vocabulary by using level 1 words to

describe level 2 or 3 words.

Isabel Beck’s Three Levels of

Vocabulary Comprehension
What level do you think the following words would

be?  Discuss with a partner.  1, 2, or 3?

Trade forlorn hostile

Swap ceiling corner

Barter triumphant hungry

Sensible oboe chromosome

Absurd avoid

Expedition colonial

Isabel Beck’s Three Levels of

Vocabulary Comprehension
What level do you think the following words would

be?  Discuss with a partner.  1, 2, or 3?

Trade 2 forlorn 2 hostile  2

Swap 1 ceiling 1 corner  1

Barter 3 triumphant2 hungry  1

Sensible  2 oboe  3 chromosome3

Absurd 2 avoid 2

Expedition 3 colonial  3

Let’s practice some vocabulary

activities & graphic organizers….

**Pages 15 & 16



House Party
• Each student is given a discussion question

using one of the vocabulary words.

• Students will circulate around the room (while

music is playing) & ask other students their

question and collect the answers.

• When the music stops, students will return to

their seats and the teacher will ask students

to share the answers they collected.

3-2-1

Purpose: It requires students to summarize key ideas, rethink these

ideas in order to focus on information they found interesting or

difficult to understand, and then ask questions about what they

still want to know. 

• 3 Things I learned about Vocabulary

Instruction

• 2 Things that I will start or stop doing

• 1 Question I still have

During

Reading

Strategies

Improving Fluency

• Model fluent reading, then have students
reread the text on their own.

• Have students repeatedly read passages
aloud with guidance.

• Have students reread text that is reasonably
easy (at their independent reading level).

• Have students practice orally rereading text
using methods such as student-adult reading,
choral reading, partner reading, tape-assisted
reading, or readers’ theatre.

Text Comprehension

• Comprehension is the reason for reading.  If
readers can read the words but do not
understand what they are reading, they are
not really reading.

• Instruction in comprehension can help
students understand what they read,
remember what they read, and communicate
with others about what they read.

• Research on text comprehension suggests
what should be taught about text
comprehension and how it should be taught.

What Should be Taught--

Key Comprehension Strategies

• Monitoring comprehension

• Using graphic and semantic organizers

• Answering questions

• Generating questions

• Recognizing story structure and other

text structures/features

• Summarizing



How to Teach Comprehension

Strategies

• Provide explicit (or direct) instruction:
direct explanation, modeling, guided
practice, application.

• Make use of cooperative learning.

• Help readers use comprehension
strategies flexibly and in combination.

During reading/learning

instructional strategies: (pg 11)
• Questioning to clarify and deepen understanding.

• Monitoring understanding and using fix-up strategies
when they do not understand, such as rereading,
reading on, or examining a word more closely.

• Making connections when they use information
from personal experiences, other texts, and
knowledge of world issues to make sense of text.

• Inferring by using prior knowledge to get a deeper
understanding of text and making valuable
connections with the author’s intent when the answer
may not be explicitly stated.

• Drawing conclusions and refining them as needed
in light of additional information

During reading/learning

instructional strategies cont’d:
• Summarizing what they have read by stopping and

reflecting during and after reading.

• Creating mental images or visualizing by “seeing”
people, events, and relationships between concepts,
but also using other senses (hearing, tasting,
smelling, feeling) as they experience the meanings
they build from text.

• Analyzing story structure and informational text
structures and using these structures as supports for
building meaning.

• Synthesizing by combining ideas and information
within and across texts.

INSERT: see my blog for

examples & more info
• Read page 11

• While you read, use the post-it notes to mark
codes of your reactions to what you read.

" I agree !  Wow

X I disagree ? I wonder

+ New info ?? I don’t understand

* Important

DIALECTICAL JOURNAL

• Fold your paper in half

• On the left, write “Detail from the text”

• On the right, write “My

reaction/thoughts”

• Take your post-its from INSERT and

create journal entries, explaining your

reactions and thoughts about the text.

SAY SOMETHING

• helps students to read actively

• interrupts students! reading of a text,

giving them a chance to think about

what they are reading.

• encourages them to talk about what

they read



SAY SOMETHING

Process:
1. Students get into pairs and take turns reading a

portion of the text aloud. Give the students a
specific number of paragraphs to read before
stopping.

2. Student 1 will say something in response to the
text.  When you say something, you must do one of
the following: Make a prediction, Ask a question,
Clarify something you had misunderstood, Make a
comment, Make a connection

3. Student 2 will respond to Student 1

4. If you can!t say something, you need to reread.

WHY ROUND ROBIN IS BAD!

SEE MY BLOG FOR MORE INFO

Practice “Say Something” with
a partner, using “Round-Robin

Reading? Don’t do !it!!!”

Fix-up strategies

• What do good readers do when they
don’t understand what they are
reading?

• What do bad readers do?

• See page 17 of the packet

• Teach students how to recognize when
they aren’t understanding the text

• Teach students how to stop and
understand the text

Shaping Up Review

• students will synthesize major concepts from
the lesson using four different shapes. By
varying the manner in which students visually

summarize their learning, retention of the
information learned is increased.

• Complete the Shaping Up Review
Worksheet about During Reading
Strategies

After

Reading

Strategies

After reading/learning

instructional strategies:
• Reflecting about what was read on personal,

emotional, and cognitive levels.

• Reviewing information, ideas, relationships,
and applications to real life by re-reading,
summarizing, and deep discussion with
others.

• Presenting understanding of concepts
learned through the informal and formal
written and spoken word, including small
group classroom venues and authentic
audiences.



CUBING

• Gives students the opportunity to construct meaning about a given

topic through six different ways."

• Each side of the cube asks the student to use different thinking

processes:"

$""" Description (What is it like?)

$""" Comparison (What is it similar to or different from?)

$""" Association (What does it make you think of?)

$""" Analysis (How is it made or what is it composed of?)

$""" Application (What can you do with it?" How is it used?)

$""" Argumentation (Take a stand, arguing for or against it)

Create your own 3-D Cube about reading
instruction, using the handout.

CUBING

What’s good or bad about it?Argumentation

How is it used? What can you do

with it?

Application

Tell about its different parts?Analysis

What else do you think of?Association

What else is it like? What is it

different from?

Comparison

Tell about it.Description

CONCEPT DEFINITION

MAPPING
• Page 19 of the packet

• Students summarize what they learned

in a graphic organizer

A TO Z SUMMARY

On-the-spot wrap-up activity that will fit with
almost anything being taught in practically
any content area.

1.At the end of a teacher-led content presentation or
reading, assign students a letter of the alphabet (or give
them a cardboard or magnetic letter or scrabble tiles).

2.Ask students to create a one-sentence summary of the
presentation or text, beginning their sentence with the
assigned letter

3.Do a Chalkboard Splash, attaching the sentence and
magnetic letter to the board so students can review their
peers’ sentence summaries.

4.Before ending the lesson, call out the letters in order as a
cue for students to read their sentences out loud.

A TO Z SUMMARY

• Choose a magnetic letter.
• Write your own summary statement about

what you learned about reading instruction
today.

LESSON DESIGN

Before any reading activity (long or short),
consider the following:

# How the students will read the text
(Individually, pairs, teacher read aloud)

# Before, during, after reading support

Your turn…think of a reading lesson for
your class. Design a lesson using the
strategies we discussed today.



Thank you!!
Please contact me with

any questions!

Some info about your PD…

• Turn in your completed timesheets to

Georgia Cotton in the Professional

Development Office.

• If you are taking more than one session,

keep your time card and add your

additional time from the sessions on it

before turning it in to  Georgia Cotton.

Please fill out your

evaluation sheet & place it

in the envelope before you

leave.


